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Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering with symmetry-selective excitation
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We present a theoretical formulation of resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) of molecules with

an element of symmetry, and study the consequences of this formulation both with respect to short and

long lifetimes of the intermediate core-excited scattering states and with respect to localized versus delo-

calized descriptions for these states. Strong polarization and excitation energy dependencies are predict-
ed. The "core-hole localization" problem is explored also from the point of view of diffractiona scatter-

ing of an x-ray photon showing that x-ray photons distinguish core holes in the short-wavelength limit

only. By analyzing the properties of the x-ray scattering tensor, strict selection rules for the RIXS pro-
cess are derived. The local decomposition model (one-center approximation) frequently employed in or-

dinary x-ray emission is generalized for the calculation of intensities and polarization dependence of the
RIXS process, assuming either localized or delocalized core holes. It is argued that Stokes doubling

should be a commonly observable feature in RIXS spectra. By means of model calculations we demon-

strate the crucial role of RIXS selection rules, of channel interferences, of Stokes doubling, and of the

form of the excitation frequency function for the appearance of RIXS spectra.

PACS number(s): 33.20.Rm, 33.50.Dq, 33.70.—w

INTRODUCTION

The development of tunable, narrow-band synchro-
tron-radiation sources has stimulated studies of inelastic
x-ray scattering (IXS) by atoms, molecules, and solids
[1—3]. The large interest in spectroscopic studies of IXS
processes derives from the potentially rich, but yet large-
ly unexplored, information they provide on electronic
structure and scattering dynamics. The achievement in
the field of resonant IXS (or resonant x-ray Raman
scattering) has spun off' from many technical improve-
ments, viz. use of monochromatic x-ray excitation, ability
to continuously retune incoming x-ray frequencies near
the ionization threshold, use of spectral widths of incom-

ing x-rays smaller than the lifetime broadening of core-
excited states leading to resonance narrowing below the
lifetime width and to linear dispersions of the resonant
IXS (RIXS) lines, possibility for polarization measure-
ments using linearly or circularly polarized radiation, etc.
The fact that the width of an x-ray emission line is
defined only by the small lifetime broadening of the final

optically excited state and by the spectral width of the in-

coming radiation [4—6] has opened the possibility for su-

perhigh resolution x-ray spectroscopy beyond the resolv-
ing power of ten thousand.

The new experimental achievements briefly referred to
above has challenged a compatible theoretical progress.

'Permanent address: Institute of Automation and Elec-

trometry, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia.

Modern formulations of x-ray processes are based on
one-step many-channel resonant and off-resonant scatter-

O

ing theory, as introduced by Aberg and co-workers [6].
Using such formulations these authors could establish the
sensitive dependence of an x-ray fluorescence spectrum
on frequency and spectral shape of the exciting radiation.
Studies dating back already to the seventies revealed limi-
tations for the applicability of the so-called two-step
model, in which x-ray emission is considered to be in-

dependent from the x-ray absorption process. The
shortcomings of the two-step model are particularly
severe at near-threshold excitation, when the frequency m

of an incoming x-ray photon is close to the ionization
threshold for a core electron [6—8], but has also been ob-
served for co quite far from threshold [4,5,9,10]. In the
terminology of the original papers of Refs. [5,7,8] these
observations were associated to the efFect of channel in

terference, which is not taken into account in convention-
al theory of x-ray-emission spectra. If the intermediate
core-excited states of the RIXS process are coherently ex-

cited, the x-ray scattering channels defined by these
diferent core-excited states will interfere when the energy

gaps are of the same order of magnitude as the lifetime
broadening. The formulation of Refs. [5,7,8] led to a
Kramer-Heisenberg-type dispersion formula for the x-ray

process, which actually also has been the target for the
general scattering formulations [6,9] after appropriate ap-
proximations (see, e.g., derivation including nuclear de-

grees of freedom in Ref. [9]). This common point of
departure is reemployed in the present work.

Channel interferences have now been manifested in a
number of phenomena, for example, the efFect of
vibrational-lifetime interference [4,5,9,10], efFect of in-

terference between close-lying intermediate core-hole
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electronic states [9], interference in polarization and an-
gular distributions [11]. Of particular interest for the
present study is that systems have been identified in
which interference between different scattering channels
is particularly strong and with sharp dependence of emis-
sion spectral shape on the excitation frequency ~ and po-
larization vectors e and e' of initial and final photons.
Such systems comprise symmetrical molecules and solids
with core-hole states localized or delocalized at different
equivalent atoms having the same energies. The interfer-
ence of scattering channels through the core-hole states
localized at different atoms has been studied theoretically
for molecules [7] and solids [8] excited by both below and
above threshold photons and by electrons [12,13]. As
shown in these investigations the RIXS cross section de-
pends very strongly on the symmetry of occupied and
unoccupied levels. Strong excitation energy dependence
of experimental x-ray fluorescence spectra of diamond
[14], fullerene and fullerite (C60) [15] is caused by this in-
terference effect and has been confirmed by some prelimi-
nary calculations [15].

Symmetry relations enter in different ways in RIXS
spectroscopy; for molecules with multicenter core orbit-
als delocalized over symmetry related atoms (with the
so-called core-hole localization problem entailed}, for de-
generate core orbitals localized at inversion centers, and
for atomic quasidegenerate core orbitals split by molecu-
lar fields. As RIXS processes normally are studied for
transitions involving penultimate core shells, with
resolved valence or Rydberg final states, a dipole charac-
ter of interaction between molecules and the incoming
and scattered radiation is imposed. The RIXS process is
constituted by two-photon transitions and the selection
rules of this process is, therefore, governed by polarizabil-
itylike scattering tensors that are similar to those for
quadrupole transitions. We will here give formulations of
x-ray Raman scattering that are based on localized or
delocalized core-hole descriptions. It is demonstrated
that the localization problem has particular consequences
for channel interference in symmetrical molecules.

In the present work, we explore resonant inelastic x-
ray scattering under symmetry selective excitation and
give an alternative view of the channel interference effect
in this process. The physical reasons for the strong exci-
tation energy dependence of x-ray fluorescence spectra of
molecules and solids with an element of symmetry are
highlighted. We will show that the selection rules for the
x-ray scattering tensor cause a strong dependence of the
spectral shape of the RIXS signal on the symmetry of ini-
tial and final states and hence on the frequency of the ex-
citing x-ray photons. A demonstration of the theory with
respect to symmetry selection, spectral, and polarization
effects is given for simplifying models and for the N2 mol-
ecule which represent the common case of symmetry
delocalized core-hole states.

The paper is organized as follows. A general theory of
the symmetry selective RIXS is given in Sec. I. A quali-
tative picture of some ideas of this work is presented in
the first subsection (Sec. I A). Section II B presents the
main relations of RIXS theory with channel interference
for randomly oriented molecules. The interference of

scattering channels through the core-hole states localized
at difFerent atoms is studied in Sec. I C. The delocalized
core-hole case is addressed in Sec. I D, followed by an
analysis of the notions of localized and delocalized core
holes with respect to symmetry selective RIXS and selec-
tion rules for the scattering tensor (Sec. I E). In the next
subsection (Sec. I F}, the problem of x-ray hole localiza-
tion is analyzed from the point of view of diffractional
scattering of x-rays. Section I is concluded by an analysis
of Stokes doubling of x-ray emission lines (Sec. I 6}.Sec-
tion II presents applications of the theory using simplify-
ing few-state models and the nitrogen molecule as a mod-
el system (Secs. II A, II B, and II C). Subsection II B de-
scribes the simultaneous action of symmetry selective ex-
citation and Stokes doubling. Our findings are discussed
and concluded in the last section, Sec. III.

I. SYMMETRY SELECTIVE RESONANT
INELASTIC X-RAY SCATTERING

A. Qualitative picture

Let us consider x-ray fluorescence of a homonuclear di-
atomic molecule A2. The process of resonance inelastic
scattering of an x-ray photon y by this molecule can
proceed along the following two indistinguishable chan-
nels:

(A'A)„
r+Az~ (AA. )

~(A24.+r'.

This process consists of an absorption of a core electron
into an unoccupied molecular orbital (MO) g„and the
subsequent emission of a final x-ray photon y' caused by
the transition of an electron from the occupied MO g„ to
the core hole localized at one of the atoms of the mole-
cule. Here, ( A ' A )„and ( A A ' )„denote molecules in in-
termediate excited states with the core electron promoted
from the left and right atoms, respectively, into an unoc-
cupied molecular orbital f„; ( A2)„„denotes the molecule
at a final optically excited state n ~v. The excited mole-
cules ( A ' A), and ( A A ')„have the same energy, there-
fore, one cannot distinguish between the two channels of
the RIXS process in Eq. (1) [the channels (a) and (b) in
Fig. 1(I)]. As a result, these channels will interfere, and a
phase correlation between them leads to a strong excita-
tion energy dependence for the spectral shape of the
fluorescence spectra [7,8,12,13].

Another approach is to assume delocalization of the
core holes. In this case, the channel interference will de-
pend on selection rules of the high-symmetry point group
(here D „I, ). The intermediate core excited states

~ ls, 'P ) and
~ ls2 'f„) have the same energy, therefore,

one can obtain delocalized core-hole wave functions
P( 1o s ) P( 1o „} by orthogonal transformations
( ls&, lsz ~1o, lo „);

( ls, + ls2 )
f( log „)= (2)

neglecting for simplicity the vanishing overlap integral
between core orbitals 1S& and Is2. In this case, RIXS
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proceeds through the 1o '1(I or 1o „'g delocalized
core-hole states:

(3)

Let us consider a symmetry selective excitation of inner-
shell electrons by tuning the incoming photon frequency
of a strict resonance transition to an unoccupied MO g„
of certain symmetry dictated by dipole selection rules. If
the unfilled MO ij'j„has g or u symmetry only transitions
from, respectively, lo.„or 1' core states are allowed by
dipole selection rules and only electrons from occupied
MO t/i„with g(u ) symmetry undergo x-ray emission to an
inner hole of u (g) symmetry [Fig. 1(II)]. Apparently, di-

pole emission from an unoccupied MO of u (g) type is
forbidden for the same reason. To emphasize the impor-
tant role of symmetry in this process we address it as
symmetry selective RIXS.

Only a part of the MO's assigned in the normal x-ray-
emission spectrum generated by broadband excitation

can be displayed in symmetry selective RIXS, for which
the symmetry of unfilled MO's P„dictates a one to one
correspondence to the symmetry of occupied MO's P„.
The symmetry of g„ thus forbids one out of two scatter-
ing channels in (3) and, therefore, and opposite to (1), in-
terference between the two inelastic-scattering channels
in process (3) will be absent. It is necessary to note that
absence of interference of the channels (3) is caused by
the particular (high} symmetry of the point group D„i,.
The interference of the scattering channels through delo-
calized core-hole states can of course take place for mole-
cules belonging to other point groups.

B. Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering

by randomly oriented molecules

The power of contemporary x-ray sources is not
sufficient for saturation of the induced radiative transi-
tions and the RIXS process can, therefore, be evaluated
in the weak-photon-field limit. Second-order perturba-
tion theory for this two-photon process applies and leads
to the Kramers-Heisenberg formula for the resonance x-
ray scattering amplitude [4,5,6, 16]

I
()('.AI I/I I) (;(&I:I I I()l I

F,„(co)=gf„„(co),
k

(e'd, /, )[e'dk„( v) ]f„„(co)—Ctree cko„(k)v
vk E vk

(4)

(5)

1s,

I

RhRARRA~
t

I

1o„
1'

1s,

(bj

DEI..OCAI IZED CORE HOI I:S

(b)

1s,

where f",„(co)denotes the partial or channel amplitude of
the RIXS process. The kth channel amplitude f"„(~)
describes the two-photon process of absorption of incom-
ing and emission of final x-ray photons, the frequencies,
and polarization vectors of which are co, co' and e, e', re-
spectively. The index k enumerates localized or delocal-
ized core orbitals pk. We use atomic units (iri= m =e = 1,

a=+, , ) and the following notations: co„k =E(k 'v) Eo, —
co„k(v)=E(k 'v) E(n 'v}—, d,k

= (Oldlk 'v), and

dk„(v)=(k 'vldln 'v) are resonant frequencies and

dipole matrix elements of x-ray-absorption (k~v)
and -emission (n ~k) transitions, respectively; co „
=E(n 'v) Eo is a freque—ncy for the optical excitation
n~v and is equal to the difference between energies
E(n 'v) and Eo of excited In 'v) and ground IO)

molecular states; I k is the half width at half maximum

(HWHM} of the x-ray-absorption line k~v. The elec-
tron excited to the vacant MO 1(„screens diff'erently the
subsequent decay of electrons from various occupied lev-

els n to the inner shell k. This specific screening effect [3]
leads to a dependence on v of the frequencies co„k (v) and

the dipole matrix elements d„„(v).
The spectral and polarization properties of RIXS are

guided by the double-differential cross section [4,5]

FIG. 1. Qualitative picture of symmetry selective resonance
inelastic x-ray scattering. Only the scattering channels with the
same final states can interfere. Dashed and solid lines are used

to distinguish between scattering channels that lead to di6'erent

Anal states.

which takes into account the final-state lifetime broaden-
ing I „. The ordinary representation [4,5,6,16] for the
double-differential cross section (6} is valid if I,„=O.
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Here

(7)

larization vectors e and e'. Denoting averaged quantities
by bars and using the formula

(e ej*ekei')= —,'[5~/5ki(1 —cos 8)

N„„ is the resonant frequency of the optical transition
n~v and dQ is the solid angle of photon scattering.
Formula (6} describes the x-ray fiuorescence spectra ex-
cited by monochromatic x-ray beams. To describe a real-
istic experimental situation, we must use the convolution
CT(N, c00)

d o
o (co', coo}=fdco, 4(co—coo)

of the RIXS cross section (6) with the incoming photon
distribution function 4(co—coo} centered at frequency c00.
The lifetime broadening, I „„,of the optical transition,
n ~v is negligibly small in comparison with the width of
x-ray transitions I k. This allows us to use I „„=0and
to replace the b, function (7) in Eq. (6) by the Dirac 5
function 5(co —co' —co„„). This circumstance is the basis
for super-high resolution x-ray spectroscopy and allows
the recording of x-ray fluorescence resonances without
the x-ray lifetime broadening [4,5,6]. Actually, the width
of the convolution lines

+
g (5ij 5kl+5ik5jl+5il5jk )

X(3cos 8—1)],
we get the following invariant expression for the RIXS
cross section (9):

4(co'+co„„—c00)I „kg"„„"(8)
o (co', c00}= p n(co co„k—+i I'„k )(co co,k

— i I „—k )

(12)

Here, i,j,k, l=(x,y, z); 5,
&

is the Kronecker 5 symbol.
p=ma co»co» co„k(v)co„k (v)co'/(cur» ) depends only
weakly on k, k', n, and v. In the general case the polar-
ization dependence of the RIXS cross section is described
by the function

g~„" (8)= —,', (d,kd, k )(dk„(v)dk „(v))(2—cos 8)

+[(d»dk„(v))(d» dk „(v))
I

o'(co', a)o) =g g f„"„(co)f„"„(c0)4(a)'+co„„—coo)
k'k vn

(9) +(d» dk'( }}(d.k' «(v) )]

is restricted only by the width y of the spectral function
4 of incoming x rays and, of course, by the instrumental
resolution. The frequency c0' of emission x-ray photons
has a Raman related shift (Stokes shift) into the long-
wave region relative to the frequency N of the absorbed
photon

N=N +N „ (10)

in accordance with the energy-conservation law reflected
by the 5(co c0' co—„„)f—unction.

The line profile (9) for the fiuorescence process differs
strongly from the pattern that would be formed by a su-
perposition of a set of displaced Lorentzians, characteris-
tic for the ordinary theory of x-ray emission. One finds
instead that the shape of emission bands is given by a
sum of direct

~f,"„~ and interference or cross terms

f,"„(c0}f"„„(co}(krak'). As seen from Eq. (9} the interfer-
ence terms have the same order of magnitude as the
direct terms when the lifetime broadening is comparable
with the energy difference of intermediate core-excited
states. Sometimes it is possible to eliminate the interfer-
ence terms by an appropriate choice of intermediate
core-excited states. We shall see below that this is possi-
ble for systems of high symmetry when the intermediate
states are degenerate. Is it possible to remove the in-
terference in the general case by appropriate transforma-
tions of the initial intermediate states? Most probably
the answer is negative. The lifetime-vibrational interfer-
ence effect [4,5,9,10] confirms this partially.

For samples in the gas phase it is necessary to average
the cross section (9}over all molecular orientations. This
is equivalent to an averaging over the directions of pho-
ton propagation under fixed angle 8 between the real po-

3cos 0—1
X (13)

Due to rotational invariance of this expression we can
calculate the scalar product of the dipole matrix elements
in any system of reference, for example, in the molecular
frame. It is necessary to replace cosz8 in Eq. (13}with
—,
' sin y when the initial x-ray beam is unpolarized or
when a summation over the final photon polarization vec-
tors e' is made. In the first case, y is the angle between e'
and the direction n of incoming photon propagation, in
the second case, g is the angle between e and n', the
direction of the outgoing photon propagation.

In the following, we apply the general formulas derived
above for the case when core shells of some complex mol-
ecule or solid are degenerate. A core hole "is burnt" by
light under dipole transitions into an unoccupied MO f„
The symmetry of the core-hole state or of a certain super-
position of core-hole states is defined by the symmetry of

due to dipole selection rules. The same selection rules
restrict the symmetry of an occupied MO i(i„ from which
the emitting transition filling the core hole is allowed. As
a result there exists a strong symmetry correlation be-
tween unoccupied and occupied MO's which take part in
the RIXS process. This symmetry correlation yields the
strong frequency and polarization dependencies of x-ray
fluorescence spectra in the more general cases too. Below
we demonstrate these features for the special case of sym-
metry selective RIXS when localized, respectively, delo-
calized core holes are assumed.

C. Localized core holes

In the case of localized core holes we restrict ourselves
for simplicity to the common case of K-shell RIXS pro-
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cesses and apply a linear combination of atomic orbital
(LCAO) expansion for the molecular orbitals. In the
one-center approximation (local symmetry decomposition
rule) we then consider molecular orbitals of the form:

( C( k)p( k )
)

k

(14)

d4g"" (8)= (C(")C("))(C("'C'" ')(2 —cos 8)vn 15 v v n n

+ I
(C(k)c(k) )(C(k')C(k') )

+ (C(k)C(k'))(C(k')C(k) ) ]

3 cos28 —1

2

Here, d = f d r lsd, p, is the atomic dipole matrix ele-

ment (z is here interchangeable with x or y). Equations
(12) and (15) generalize the results obtained in papers
from Refs. [7,8, 12]. It is sometimes more convenient to
represent the RIXS cross section in terms of localized
core holes, for example, in the cases of large molecules or
molecules with low symmetry when energies of core elec-
trons differ weakly due to a different chemical surround-
ings (see also Sec. I F). This is exemplified by the applica-
tions in Sec. II and is relevant for systems like N2 ad-

sorbed on a surface or oligomer sequencies, with slightly
different core ionization thresholds due to different
geometrical positions.

D. Delocalixed core holes

Let us apply the general formulas (12) and (13) to
RIXS E spectra of systems with delocalized core holes.
In this case the g function, showing the polarization
dependence of RIXS, will depend on the particular point
group for the molecule through the particular form or
the symmetry adapted I.CAO expansions of the molecu-
lar orbitals. For systems with periodic boundary condi-
tions (polymers, metals) the g functions are derived
directly from the Bloch functions of the MO's. Below we
consider the most important case, namely, K-shell RIXS
of homonuclear diatomics, and restrict the LCAO expan-
sion to atomic s and p orbitals. %'e thus consider normal-
ized ncr and ncr„molecular orbitals g(ncr „), while

doubly degenerate nor and nor„MO's g(nm „)are com-
posed of the normalized p„and p~ (AO)

P(ncr „)=C(ncr „)(p,'"+p,' ')+
(16)

g(nm. „)=C(nrrs „)(p'(y) +p„(y) )+

where the scalar product of the three-dimensional vectors
of MO's coefficient C';")=(C ")(x), C "'(y), C "'(z)) and
atomic p-wave functions p'"'=(p„'"',p' ',p,'"') are intro-
duced. Thus at each center k the atomic p contributions
to that center are extracted, since only these atomic or-
bitals (AO's) are important for a E spectrum. When the
general RIXS cross section of Eq. (12) is applied to E
fluorescence of localized core holes for molecules with
identical atoms the g„"„"(8} function of Eq. (13) will have
the particular form:

where we have retained only contributions from the p
AO's (since we are considering a K spectrum) and where
the z axis determines the molecular axis. To begin with
we shall use the frozen orbital approximation and calcu-
late the dipole matrix elements

d,„=I dr/(ncr, or n~, )dg(lcr„) (17)

of the one-electron operator d between the delocalized K
shell ( lcr or lcr„) and valence MO's f(ncr; ) and it)(nm; ).
The subscripts i, k indicate here gerade (g) and ungerade
(u) states. The dipole matrix element

0, i=k
&2Cdn, i @k

is expressed through the atomic dipole matrix element d
defined after Eq. (15) and coefficient C=C(ncr;) or
C(nm;) of the MO (16). The unit vector n is directed
along molecular axis z for P=f(ncr; } and along x or y
axes when the m orbital g(nn;) has x or y orientation.
Formula (18) implies that g~u transitions are only al-
lowed and that g~g or u~u are parity forbidden. The
selection rules (18) lead directly to the following expres-
sion for the cross section of Eq. (12).

cr (co', c00) =ger „„(a)',coo),
vn

cr,„(co',co ) =ph(Q'„, I „„)4(Q,—II'„)g„,(8),
(19)

(8)=2QN (C C ) (2 —cos 8)5,",
J i I i J

(8)=QN (C C ) (2—cos 8)5,",
J i I i J

(20)

(8)=QN (C C ) (1+2cos 8)5J,
J c I i J

where g„„(8)=gkk g"„„";Q =
—,', d, d being the atomic di-

pole integral defined above, and i,j =(u, g). The popula-
tion numbers of the ground state can be equal to X =0,

i

1, 2 and X =0, 1,2, 3,4 in the general case. Equations
i

(19) and (20) demonstrate directly that only occupied
MO's of the g(u) type are represented in the I(.-emission
spectrum when the frequency coo of the incoming photon
is tuned into an exact resonance with respect to a vacant
MO of g(u) symmetry.

Let us now tune coo to an exact resonance with respect
to some Rydberg leve1 v. This level is defined by quaside-

where p is the frequency dependent factor defined
after Eq. (12). To emphasize the resonant character
of the cross section (19) the frequency detunings
0'„=co'—co„k(v) and Q, =coo —e,k from the x-ray emis-

sion, co„„(v), and absorption, co„k, resonances are intro-
duced. The subscripts n and v enumerate all occupied
and unoccupied valence MO's, respectively. For brevity
we drop the notation n of n o; and n ~; orbitals and impli-
citly assume summation over n =(cr;,n;) and v=(.cr;, F; )

in Eq. (19) over all occupied (ncr;, nn, ) and unoccupied
(n cr, , nP; ) orbitals. The symmetry selective interaction is

then described by the functions

(8)=QN (C C ) (3+cos 8)5,",
J i i J
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tion rules. Let us rewrite the expression (4} for the
scattering tensor F„„(co}[F„„(co)=e'F„(co)e']:

O
I—
O

2-
&C
ClI—

LLI

CL

F „(co)= ( n 'v~dAd~0 ),
where the function

(22)

(23)

0
0

I

90

ANGLE 8

180

FIG. 2. Polarization dependence [Eq. (20)] of the RIXS
cross section. 1: g&(8) =3+cos 8, 2: g2(8) =2—cos 8, 3:
g3( 8)= 1 +2 cos'8.

generate orbitals of %.„,cr „g or higher symmetries, over
which the g„„(8) functions (20) can be summed. This
partial summation over v, g (8)=gg„„(8),yields one
isotropic g function only [n =(0;,n, ) ].

g„„(8)= 5QN„( C„C„) (21)

where the C coefficient refers to the vp-atomic orbital in
the Rydberg-type MO. The selection rules (20) and (21)
for the scattering tensor F„„(co}connected with the
scattering amplitude (4), F„„(co)=e'F,„e', makes clear
the dependence of the fluorescence spectral shape (19) on
the symmetry of the unoccupied MO f„nad hence on the
frequency of the exciting radiation ~0. The angular
dependence (20) of the x-ray emission spectrum (19) is
also symmetry specific (Fig. 2}. This effect is caused by
the orientation-selective nature of the interaction of x
rays with molecules [2,17], when unoccupied MO's main-
ly oriented along the polarization vector e are excited.
Because the x-ray-excited molecules are partially oriented
in space the accompanying emission process will be simi-
lar to x-ray emission in oriented crystals.

We note that the results obtained for the delocalized
case [Eqs. (19), (20}, and (21)] also can be obtained from
the localized holes representation, Eq. (1S), for the g
function when the symmetry properties C "=+C ' im-
posed by the higher point group are considered.

is invariant with respect to inversion. This is apparent
for the case of delocalized core holes which do not break
the symmetry of the D„z group. Indeed a real wave
function ~k 'v) of the D„& symmetry can change
only sign on inversion. Therefore, on inversion the
product ~k 'v)(k 'v~ is invariant. The multiplier
(~ls&v)(ls, v~+~lszv~) is extracted from Eq. (23) for the
case of localized core holes, because eigenvalues of the
molecular Hamiltonian remain unchanged if the atoms of
an A2 molecule are interchanged. This multiplier and
hence A is invariant also with respect to inversion. We
restrict ourselves to the case when the ground-state wave
function ~O ) is invariant with respect to inversion. It is
seen from Eq. (22} that on inversion the wave function

~
n 'v) can change sign only. The matrix element

F„„(co)(22) is the integral over all space for all electrons
and is invariant with respect to any transformation of the
coordinate system, including any symmetry transforma-
tion. Therefore, F„„(co):—0 when ~n 'v) ~—Itn 'v)
under some transformation. Thus, the selection rules de-
pend on the parity of the final wave function of the opti-
cal excited state ~n 'v). On inversion the integrand in
Eq. (22) changes sign only if ~In 'v) changes sign. The
RIXS transition will therefore be forbidden if ~In 'v) is
an odd state. For example, the RIXS transitions are
strictly forbidden when occupied (P„) and unoccupied
(g„}MO's have opposite parity: ug or gu, and only the
final states ~g 'g) or ~u 'u ) can be reached from the
ground state ~O). So the selection rules for the scatter-
ing tensor of the RIXS process are defined for the case of
an A2 molecule by the symmetries of the ground and
final optical excited states only.

F. X-ray diffraction scattering and the problem
of x-ray hole localization

K. Selection rules for the x-ray scattering tensor

Our previous consideration of selection rules was re-
stricted to the one-particle (one-configuration) and frozen
orbital approximation. The limitations of this approxi-
mation for core excitation processes is well known and
will be further dealt with in the next subsection. Here,
we consider the bearing of the core-hole localization
problem on the symmetry selection of the RIXS process.
For example, core localization in the A 2 molecule
reduces molecular-orbital symmetries from D „& to C„„.
It is natural to ask if the transition between molecular
states of opposite parity u~g or g~u will be strictly
forbidden under inelastic x-ray scattering or if this inter-
diction is valid only in the frozen orbital approximation.
Group theory gives a clue to the validity of these selec-

The problem of symmetry breaking and particle and
hole localization has relevance for great many phenome-
na, but is most conspicuous for core-level spectroscopies
for which it has been debated over a long time [18,19].
For example, core-excited states with the hole delocalized
or localized at one of the centers of the N2 molecule differ
qualitatively because of relaxation. Hartree-Fock compu-
tations show severe instabilities for delocalized, symme-
try restricted, solutions. The symmetry broken solutions
describing the core hole are thus more stable than the
symmetry adapted ones. The symmetry breaking can be
seen as a relaxation effect in the lower point group which
corresponds to a correlation contribution in the higher
point group. The "relaxation" which localizes the core
hole thus corresponds to different symmetry adapted
(here ungerade and gerade) mixing s in the higher-
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symmetry point group [19,20]. Beyond the one-particle
(one-configuration) approximation symmetry adapted and
relaxed solutions are easily retained by superposing the
(relaxed) configurations with core holes localized at
different sites. It is also relevant to point out that in the
polyatomic case the symmetry of even the nuclear
skeleton will break (and the core holes accordingly local-
ize) due to effective Jahn-Teller interactions between the
quasidegenerate delocalized core-hole configurations,
CO2 being the prime example here [21,22]. Nevertheless,
to obtain a clue to the problem if the core hole localizes
or not during the RIXS process one must, in addition to
the pure internal electronic (or vibronic) part of the prob-
lem, look at it from the perspective of an electron-
photon-field representation. This may be accomplished
by analyzing the diffractional scattering of x-rays.

The Kramers-Heisenberg expression for the x-ray
scattering amplitude in the form of Eq. (5) is valid only
for a soft-x-ray radiation (co,co'«a '), when the wave-

length k of the x-ray photons is larger than the distance
Rkk between atoms k and k'. In the general case, the
right-hand side of Eq. (5) must be multiplied by the factor
exp(iqRk), where Rk is the coordinate of the kth atom.
The change of the x-ray photon momentum, q=a' —x,
during an x-ray scattering can be expressed through the
angle y between momenta of initial a and final sc' pho-
tons; q =2m sin(y/2). As a result the x-ray cross-section
formula, Eq. (9) appears with the phase factor

gkk'(g) gkk'(8 qR ) (25)

which now depend on the ratio of the interatomic dis-
tance and the x-ray photon wavelength: (Rkk /1, ). The
explicit expression for this function is quite complex in

the case of a K spectrum. However, the limiting depen-
dencies of these functions in terms of the diffractional pa-
rameter qR&z. are easily derived:

g"„"(8) if qRkk «1

exp(i qRkk. ),
where RA, & =Rz —RA. . This quantity describes the
diffraction scattering of x rays by atoms in a molecule or
a solid. Apparently, only off-diagonal (krak') or in-

terference g functions, Eqs. (13) and (15), are modulated

by this factor. The original g functions are replaced in
the general case by the following g functions

g„"„"(O, qRkk ) sin(qRkk )

gkk'(0)
(26)

which also exposes directly the diffractional character of
the discussed interference terms. This visualizes the so-
called "core-hole localization'* problem if we also recall
Young experiments of light scattered by two slits (here
two atoms): Apparently the interference term

g,"„" (krak') plays an important role, being nonzero, only
when the x-ray photons, in principle, cannot "distin-
guish" atoms in the molecule, i.e., when the x-ray photon
wavelength is comparable or larger than the interatomic
distance (A, /Rkk ~1). By contrast, when A, &&Rk„. the
x-ray photon can "see" an individual atom (slit) and
create a core hole in this atom. So only at the short wave
region A, « Rkk. the interference of the channels in Eq. (1)
is absent and the traditional theory of x-ray emission
without the selection rules (20) is valid.

G. Stokes doubling of x-ray emission lines

As it was shown above the spectral shape of x-ray
Quorescence spectra is changed strongly when the incom-
ing x-ray photon frequency coo is tuned from one to
another x-ray-absorption line. One can see from Eq. (19)
that the shape of an x-ray-emission spectrum is changed
also when the frequency mo is scanned near one sole ab-

sorption line. It is, therefore, relevant to consider the
effect of frequency detuning coo from the center of an x-

ray absorption line (is~/„). Considering only one oc-
cupied MO f„and one unoccupied MO P„[(1+1) model]
the spectral shape of the IUXS cross section (19) is de-
scribed only by one function

:-(Q',Q) =b(Q', I )4(Q —Q'), (27)

where Q=coo —co„k and Q'=co' —co„k(v) are the frequen-

cy detunings from absorption and emission resonances,
respectively. For the sake of simplicity the subscripts n

and v are dropped here. The b, (Q', I ) function responsi-
ble for emission leads to the ordinary condition for an
emission resonance:

(28)

The incoming x-rays spectral function 4(Q —Q') has a
maximum when the detunings of both incoming and
outcoming photons are the same:

0."."(() qRkk )=
if qRJq »1 .

(29)

The long wave limit is evident because exp(iqRkk. )=1
when qR&&. ((1. In the opposite limit, qR j,z » 1, this ex-
ponent oscillates strongly as a function of the angle be-
tween q and R&z. An averaging of the RIXS cross sec-
tion over molecular orientations yields the factor
1/(qRkk ), thus decreasing the nondiagonal g function by
(qRk„) and hence breaking the interference between
scattering channels (1). The case of L-spectra with the L
electron excited into s orbitals, allows a quite simple ex-
pression for the ratio

4(Q —Q') =5(Q —Q', y ), (30)

with the HWHM being equal to y. The ordinary emis-

sion line (28) is present in all cases shown in Fig. 3, while

This condition, describing the Stokes shift of a scattering
line, is equivalent to the energy conservation law (10).
The fluorescence spectral line shape (27) described by the
:"(Q',Q) function has two resonant features, see Eqs. (28)
and (29), when the spectral widths of the 6(Q', I ) and
4(Q —Q') functions are comparable [23]. We have cal-
culated this function assuming a I.orentz form for the
spectral function 4:
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(31)

as can be seen directly from Eq. (27}. The intensity of the
Stokes line is smaller than the one of the ordinary emis-
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the Stokes resonance (29) is only seen whwhen QAO (cf.
3 in Fi . 3). The Stokes resonance has are-

sion lineshift or a ues iblueshift relative to the ordinary emission ine
enc co is lower(28) if the incoming x-ray photon frequency cop is ower

(Q&0) or larger (Q&0) than the resonant frequency
co k, respectively. This results in a doubling of the x-ray-

l h t e can call the "Stokes doubling"
and ordinarye8'ect. The intensity ratio of the Stokes and or mary

emission lines is governed by the width ratio

sion resonance if the spectral distribution of incoming x
b der than the lifetime width f', g&1 [Fig. (a].

The opposite case takes place when &1 ig. c .
the lifetime broadening and the spectral width of incom-
ing x-ray p otons are ethe same /=1, the two resonances
have the same intensity [Fig. 3(b)].

II. APPLICATIONS

We illustrate the formalism presented above by means
of model calculations. These include a (2+2) model and
the nitrogen molecule. For the (2+2}model we consider
the following orbitals in order; (n„,o p'~ ~

1 . Thisand (0,Fr„) as unoccupied MO s (Fig. 1 .
choice prepares the analysis for t 2

gy Q

e N molecule, the
ground state o w

'
d t t of which has the configuration,

1&g 10'g20
g 0 K Wg g

2 2 1 3 ( 'X+ ) and first vacant MO s,
4 2 and 3' . For experimental x-ray-

emission and -absorption studies of N2 we re er to e s.

A. Symmetry selection in a (2+2}model

In accordance with the selection rules (20) only two
pa

' ', n cr, are representedpartial cross sections, a an cr

in the 1UXS cross section (19)
2

/ 0'(co c&o)=pc&r(c0co&)p+ cT (co & cop (32)
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the other two partial cross sections cr~ being

equal to zero due to symmetry (20). We assume here
closed she s11 (N =2 N =4) and unit MO coefficients.

Two qualitatively diferent cases exist depending on the
ratio
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FIG. 3. Stokes doubling in the (1+1) model (27). Depen-
dence of Snorescence intensity on 0' for difFerent D and g, see

. (31). 0 and 0' are frequency detunings of incoming an
outcoming x-ray photons relative to the corresponding absorp-
t and emission resonances. 1:0=0 (ordhnary emission line .ion an
The intensity is decreased a factor of 40. 2: = —. e
0=0.2 eV. (a): y=0.04 eV, 1=0.02 eV (g'& I). (b): y=0.04
eV, I'=0.04 eV (g= l). (c): y=0.02 eV, 1 =0.04 eV (g(1).

FIG. 4. The K fluorescence of A2 molecule forfor the (2+2)
model under symmetry selective excitation. pe ositions of

~ cr are marked by m.„and ogemission lines ~~log and erg ~1'„
iven relative to thelabels. The x-ray emission photon energy is give

—co =2eV. I =0.1 eV.~lcd line. 0=90'. h, =co~ &~
—co~ &Q g g

1: Excitation of E electron into Vg unfilled MO only (@=0.1
eV). 2: Excitation of K electron into P„un eunfilled MO only
(@=0.1 eV). 3: Broadband excitation of E electron into unoc-
cupied MO's Og and 5-„(e« 1).
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FIG. 5. Dependence of fluorescence intensity on emission

frequency detuning (co*—co k ) relative to m.„~1Semission fre-
Q

quency. The order and values of energy levels are same as in

Fig. 4. ~ „—cu k
=0.5 eV, I =0.1 eV, 8=90. The curves 1,

9 g

2, 3, 4, and 5 correspond, respectively, to the following values of
absorption photon detuning; ct)o ct)- k

= 0.25 0 0.25 0.5,

and 0.75 eV. (a) y=0. 15 eV. (b) y=0. 1 eV. (c) y=0.05 eV.

The intensity of the left single resonance in curve 4 is 6.5 times

larger than the right single resonance of curve 2.

of the difference between resonance absorption frequen-
cies A=co

k
—co k and the HWHM y of the spectral

function 4(co —coo). In the first case, both unoccupied
levels, 0. and 5.„,are excited by a broadband light beam
(e« 1), resulting in an emission spectrum with two lines,
ir„~ ls, os —+ is (line 3, Fig. 4). The same spectral shape
is observed by "tail excitation" with coo quite far from the
I(-ionization threshold. In the opposite limit of narrow
band excitation, e &) 1, individual absorption lines can be
resonantly (and exclusively) populated; Is~o or with
1s~ir„(lines 1 and 2, respectively, Fig. 4). That only

one resonance emission band is obtained in any of these
two cases can be seen as an effect of the symmetry selec-
tion rules for the scattering tensor in the delocalized
core-hole case or as due to interference of the scattering
channels (1) in the localized core-hole case.

B. Simultaneous action of symmetry selective excitation
and Stokes doubling

The (2+2) model is capable of demonstrating the
simultaneous action of symmetry selective excitation and
Stokes doubling. The following parameters are assumed:
I =0. 1 eV; the energy difference between emission transi-
tions from 0. and m„MO's is 2 eV and the energy
difference between absorption transitions into Fr„and cr

is 0.5 eV. The curves 2 and 4 of Fig. 5 correspond to the
cases when the carrying frequency coo of the spectral dis-
tribution 4(~—coo) is tuned into strict resonance for the
transitions 1s~0. and 1s~5.„,respectively. The width
of the 4 distribution (30) is in our calculations compara-
ble with the energy difference between the N.„and cr va-
cant MO's. Therefore, the tail of the 4 distribution "ex-
cites" also partially the cr level, when coo is strictly equal
to the frequency of the 1s~@.„ transition. As a result,
additional x-ray-emission lines (in this case, near the tran-
sitions from the m.„MO) will be observed. Apparently,
tail excitation of x-ray fluorescence acts like a broadband
excitation. Therefore, the curves 1, 2, 3, and 4 in Fig. 5
are similar to the curve 3 in Fig. 4 generated by broad-
band excitation. The tail excitation of cr is evidently
weaker than the excitation of the S.„ level. This causes
the absence of significant fiuorescence near 2 eV (curve 5,
Fig. 5), and here we can observe the effect of symmetry
selective excitation. The Stokes doubling effect is clearly
seen near —1 to 0 eV for curves 1, 2, 3, and 5 and near 2
eV for curves 1 and 3 (Fig. 5). The ordinary resonance
emission lines are situated strictly at 0 and 2 eV (Fig. 5).
The Stokes resonance is shifted either to the left or to the
right side relative to the corresponding emission line.
The sign of the Stokes shift (29) is defined by the sign of
the detuning of the incoming x-ray photon frequency ~0
relative to the corresponding absorption resonance. Let
us consider the evolution of the Stokes resonance situated
near 0 eV (Fig. 5) while coo is scanned from the "red" to
the "blue" side of the 1s ~5.„absorption line. When the
detuning 0=coo —II

k increases from —0.25 eV (curve
jc

3, Fig. 5) to 0.25 eV (curve 5, Fig. 5) the Stokes resonance
is shifted from 0'=co' —co„z = —0.25 eV (curve 1) to
0'=0.25 eV (curve 5). The intensity ratio of the Stokes
and ordinary emission lines is governed by the parameter
g (31). One can see from Fig. 5 that the Stokes resonance
is weaker than the ordinary emission when () 1, but
stronger if g & 1.

C. X-ray fluorescence near the K edge
of the nitrogen molecule

We give further illustrations of the findings described
above by computing the RIXS cross section for the nitro-

gen molecule. The calculation of the spectral shape of
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TABLE I. Transition energies (eV) and relative intensities of x-ray absorption and emission of N2.

0
x-ray-emission data

20„1~„ 3&g

x-ray-absorption data

l~g 4o g 2m„ 30„

Energy'
Intensity'
Energy
Intensityb

372.1

0.075
371.73

0.08

391.33
0.09

391.4
0.10

393.34
1.00

393.32
1.00

394.40
0.47

394.8
0.43

400.87
27.3

406.15
1.00

407.12 408.35
2.3 1.16

'Calculation in Ref. [26].
bCalculation in Ref. [27].

the RIXS cross section (19) and (20) of nitrogen requires

as input transition frequencies and relative intensities for
both emission and absorption K spectra. We have for
simplicity not accounted for vibrational fine structure,
and treated only the "electronic part" of the problem. In
the calculations of nitrogen K fluorescence we used both
experimental and theoretical data; molecular nitrogen
has been the subject of several E-emission [24,25] and &-
absorption [29,30] studies. The assignment of the nitro-
gen K-absorption spectrum can be found, e.g., in Ref.
[29]. The energy positions of the line spectrum were ob-
tained from x-ray absorption [30] and emission data [25],
and the relative absorption line intensities were taken
from the experiment [30]. For emission lines and intensi-
ties computational data are required as input. The ab ini-
tio configuration interaction (CI) calculations reported in
Ref. [27] were used for a definition of relative emission
line intensities I;. Older one-particle results by Ransil
[26] are confirmed by these, when the relation
[I; ~ N;(C; ) ] between I, and MO coefficients C, is used.
We point out that these N2 calculations are model calcu-
lations in so far as the emission data are taken from the
normal x-ray emission from the bare core-hole state. In
the case of resonant radiationless transitions (autoioniza-
tion) it is known that the decay of core-valence states,
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FIG. 6. The K fluorescence of the N2 molecule as a function
of co' —co& k. y =0.5 eV, I =0.066 eV. Lines 1, 2, and 3 corre-

spond to resonant excitation of K electrons into the unoccupied
MO's ling, 4crg, and 2m.„MO's, respectively. Spectrum 4 is the
ordinary K-emission spectrum of N~. The intensity of spectrum
1 is reduced by a factor of 5. 8=90 .

0

RELATIVE X—RAY PHOTON ENERGY (eV)

FIG. 7. The K fluorescence of the N2 molecule as a function
of co' —co2 k. I =0.066 eV. Spectra 1, 2, 3 and 4, 5, 6 corre-l
spond to excitations of K electrons into 1m, and Zm„unoccupied
MO's, respectively. The absorption frequency detuning,
coo—co& k, relative to the 1s~le.

g absorption line is equal to
—0.2, 0, and +0.2 eV for spectra 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The
detuning coo —

co2 relative to the 1s~2m.„ line is equal —0.2, 0,
S

and +0.2 eV for spectra 4, 5, and 6, respectively. (a) y=0.099
eV. (b) y =0.066 eV. (c) y =0.044 eV. The intensity of spectra
2 is reduced by a factor of 5. 0=90 .
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e.g., the 1s 'ling state of Nz, produce spectra that are
quite diff'erent from the normal bare core-hole (Auger)
spectrum, while decay from resonantly excited core-
Rydberg states largely repeat the Auger structure [28].
Resonant radiative and radiationless processes are not
directly comparable because of the different selection
rules, but the experimental finding referred to above nev-
ertheless indicates that the model for N2 is appropriate
for core-Rydberg states, while quite crude for the core-
valence excited states for which the bound electronic
structure is screened by the excited electrons. This
screening emerges in CI calculations in Ref. [27) with a
rather substantial correlation effect, and model calcula-
tions using a strict MO picture is limited, also, from that
point of view.

Table I collects all data used to calculate the spectral
shape of the RISX cross section of N2 ~ The lifetime
broadening differs slightly for different lines [30]. We
used the observed minimal value: I =0.066 eV. Figure 6
shows a change of spectral shape of the nitrogen x-ray
fluorescence under tuning of the absorption photon fre-
quency co0 in exact resonance with transitions into unoc-
cupied MO's of different symmetry. In accordance with
the general theory outlined above emission from the oc-
cupied lm„and 2o „MO's is forbidden when the E elec-
tron is excited into the vacant l~ MO (curve 1, Fig. 6).
At first sight E excitation into the vacant 4o. MO leads
to the same spectrum with two lines. However, spectra
with four lines are observed in Fig. 6 (curves 2 and 3). It
is caused by the large spectral width (y =0.5 eV) which is
comparable to the energy distance (-1 eV) between fre-
quencies of transitions into unoccupied 40, 2m„, and
3o.„MO's. Indeed, the vacant 2m„and 30.„MO's are
also partially populated by the tail of the spectral func-
tion (30) even when co0 is strictly equal to the frequency of
the 1s~4cr transition. This "tail" excitation is removed

by a narrowing of the spectral function for the excited ra-
diation (see Fig. 7). The effect of these selection rules (20)
for the scattering tensor is demonstrated by Fig. 7. One
can also see in Fig. 7 the effect of Stokes doubling. The
transference of the Stokes component (29) from the left to
the right side of the ordinary emission line (28) takes
place if the detuning Q changes sign (compare curves 1,
3, 4, and 6 in Fig. 7). A comparison of Fig. 7(a), 7(b), and
7(c) shows the strong dependence of the intensities of the
Stokes component on the ratio (31) of the spectral distri-
bution width and lifetime broadening.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a theory of interference effects in
resonant inelastic x-ray scattering, emphasizing the effect
of symmetry selective excitation. The treatment of the
excitation and the subsequent decay of the excited state
as a single quantum-mechanical process reveals the
strong dependence of x-ray emission spectra on the fre-
quency and spectral shape of the exciting radiation.
Several, qualitatively different, points of view for x-ray
scattering by symmetrical molecules have been explored.
The selection rules of the RIXS process are clearly mani-
fested for the case of resonant excitation of single core-

excited states of certain symmetries for which a one-to-
one correspondence between symmetries of unoccupied
and occupied levels involved in the RIXS process can be
obtained. For broadband excitation or excitations to
close-lying Rydberg levels, these selection rules are
differently manifested in the RIXS spectrum. A change
of the spectral shape of the incoming x rays or a change
of the excitation energy implicates by virtue of these
selection rules sharp changes in the spectral appearance.
This sharp dependence gives additional possibilities to as-

sign symmetries of the involved electronic states. The
analysis of the x-ray scattering tensor displays the sym-
metry properties of the RIXS process, for instance, it was
shown here that representations of localized and delocal-
ized core holes lead to the same result with respect to
selection rules for the x-ray scattering tensor.

The symmetry selective character of the RIXS process
was investigated in conjunction with hole localization for
the common case of multicenter core orbitals delocalized
over symmetry related atoms. The present analysis can
evidently also be applied to other cases, such as degen-
erate core orbitals localized at inversion centers, or
quasidegenerate core orbitals split by molecular fields.
The latter case is quite common for L spectra of second
row compounds. The symmetry selective excitation into
an unoccupied MO g„of certain symmetry "burns" a
hole in the degenerate (or quasidegenerate) 2p shell. The
spatial orientation and symmetry of this hole are defined
by the symmetry of P„. The probability of emission from
this spatially oriented core-hole state depends on its
orientation relative to the corresponding occupied MO
P„. As a result the resonant value of the RIXS cross sec-
tion depends on a relation between symmetries of occu-
pied P„and unoccupied g, MO's. Hence the spectral
shape of the RIXS signal will depend strongly on the ex-
citation energy which selects the transition 2p ~f„. Let
us note that this effect differs qualitatively from those
effects considered earlier [17].

The diffractional nature of RIXS may become impor-
tant in the hard-x-ray region, and a diffractional term
added to the Kramers-Heisenberg scattering cross section
may be used to extract information about geometrical
structure of molecules when using hard-x-ray excitation.
This is in close resemblance with diffraction theory in the
conventional extended x-ray absorption fine-structure
case [3]. It is shown that the eff'ect of Stokes doubling
will be important in high-resolution RIXS studies, and
will lead to the appearance of additional fine structure in
x-ray fluorescence spectra, when the spectral width of ra-
diation is comparable with the lifetime broadening. The
Stokes doubling effect can be distinguished by its specific
dependence on the detuning frequency and spectral shape
of excitational radiation.

Screening effects and particular effects due to electron
correlation is important for RIXS involving valencelike
core-excited leve1s, and must be accounted for in an elec-
tronic structure calculation [27], while for core-Rydberg
levels this effect (and the differential screening effect)
presumably is small. Vibronic structure [25,30] and
vibrational-lifetime interference effects [4,5,9,10] are out-
side the scope of the present study. Such effects have
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been thoroughly studied in ordinary x-ray emission spec-
tra [25], and will surely be relevant also in high-resolution
studies of RIXS with symmetry selective excitation.

In conclusion, we have explored the symmetry selec-
tive character of the RIXS process and shown that reso-
nant inelastic x-ray scattering of a narrow-band and po-
larized photon beam can be used for very-high-resolution
and symmetry-sensitive studies of molecular electronic

structures for ground and excited states. In future work,
we will explore the consequences of the present analysis
for orientational probing of surface adsorbates.
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